
Mystery photographs 
Three species of snipe occur in 
Europe and so striking are 

their common characters—long 
bill, striped head, dark intricately 
striped and chequered upperparts, 
well marked flanks and feeding 
behaviour—that surely everyone 
will have recognised the bird in 

iplate n o as one of them. I t takes, 
however, rather more effort and , 

.knowledge to make a specific identification, particularly since, in the 
field, one will rarely show itself as well to a roving observer as to a hidden 
photographer. Even if it does, certain crucial marks may not be exhibited; 
worse still, an overdose approach may lose the bird for ever. So, successful 
distinction between the three species depends largely on seeing the tell-tale 
characters quickly (and then making sure that you really did!) . 

Relating its size to the foreground vegetation, the mystery bird is clearly 
not small and this immediately begins to rule out a Jack Snipe Lymno-
cryptes minimus, the tiniest of the three possible species. Its exclusion is 
completed by noting the flank marks, profuse chevrons and not lateral 
streaks; the head and upperpart pat tern is also wrong. Clearly, the bird 
is either a Snipe Gallinago gallinago or a Great Snipe G. media, but the 
outer tail feathers or full wing pat tern are not apparent. So, it is the 
underparts which demand attention. Is there a prominent white belly 
between the barred flanks? There is not; small chevrons show even on 
the feathers cloaking the tibia. Such profuse general barring (and the 
rather dark chest) start the bell ringing for Great. O n the other hand, the 
head stripes and back stripes are distinct enough for Snipe and the pale 
tips to the lesser wing-coverts are not particularly obvious. Do you feel 
tempted to flush i t? Do not ; look instead at the bill and legs. Although 
the tip of the bill is hidden, that part is both stout and rather short, which 
description also applies to the legs. Such bare-part structure is typical of 
Great (compare the really long bill of Snipe in the accompanying plate 147, 
which also shows the white belly of that species to advantage). So the 

147. Snipe Gallinago gallinago, Gwyncdd, 
August 1976 (R. J. Chandler) 
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mystery bird is a Great Snipe in first-autumn plumage; it was photo
graphed by G. K. Brown in Saudi Arabia in September 1977. Close com
parison of the two photographs reveals differences in individual feather 
marks (which will, however, be difficult to see in the field) and the rather 
larger head of Great. Finally, if the bird had flown, you should have 
concentrated on the wing pattern and escape behaviour. Both species 
show a pale trailing edge to the wing, but only Great shows an intensely 
dark, white-bordered central panel. Finally, it is Snipe that flies off in a 
desperate zigzag, calling 'scaap', to land far off. Great (like Jack) usually 
goes off" on a direct line, recalling Woodcock Scolopax rusticola or Ruff 
Philomachus pugnax, and not calling (or just croaking once), to land quite 
close. 

Two other Palearctic species need to be considered, however, when 
faced with an unusual snipe: Pintail Snipe G. stenura and the very similar 
Swinhoe's Snipe G. megala, neither of which has yet been recorded in 

148. Mystery photograph 31. Identify the species. Answer next month 

western Europe. These two species lack the barred belly of the bird in the 
photograph and both have rather unmarked upperwing patterns, relieved 
only by paler median coverts; both also lack the prominent white trailing 
edge of Snipe and the marked central panel of Great Snipe (see also 
Brit. Birds 70: 146-152). 

Confusion over Snipe and Great Snipe identification lasted a long time, 
but I hope that most of it cleared away following the publication of my 
recent papers (Brit. Birds 69: 377-383, with mistake; and 70: 283-289, 
without). D. I . M. W A L L A C E 




